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August 11, 1970

STATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD {D., MONT.)
TO THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
RECHANNELING THE PUBLIC RESOURCES FOR BASIC SCIENCE THROUGH THE CIVILIAN
AGENCIES:

A NEW GOAL FOR NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY

I have been asked to comment on the government's role
regarding the support of research.

I appreciate this invitation

by the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Science, Research and
Development.

Specifically, I suppose the question really is

whether adequate government support of science can be carried
on if there is a permanent shift away from the role of the
military in the conduct of research.

What must be considered

is the relationship of the Department of Defense and other mission
agencies to the matter of research; what part research plays in
their overall functions and as a related matter, whether strong
ties should be continued between the Pentagon and our universities.
The answer to these questions by and large will determine this
nation's entire science policy for the years ahead.

•

-2At the outset I should say that the quality of life on
earth tomorrow will be determined in large part by the measure
of the scientific research undertaken today.

There is thus

a significant public responsibility to sponsor research in the
various scientific disciplines and to keep the way clear to
follow up on new discoveries.

Determining the emphasis, however,

is a most delicate responsibility.

To a great extent the

emphasis is determined by the size of the resource devoted to
the various disciplines.
Since the end of World War II, the Government's contribution
to research, development and the supporting facilities has
reached nearly $200 billion.

Where and by whom that money was

spent has determined not only the science policy of this nation
but the entire emphasis in science education and training.
During this time well over half of the government's contribution
to science has been channeled through the Department of Defense.
It must be clearly understood that most of this money purchased
research of the highest quali ty.

However, not nearly so clear

is the rationale that dictated that the Department of Defense
should be the principal sponsoring agency for much of this
vital research.
For the past 25 years the Pentagon has sponsored research
in almost every scientific discipline imaginable.

From the most

-3esoteric examinations of ornithology to the study of broad
social movements in foreign countries, the Pentagon has run
the gamut in its research endeavors.

By necessity, therefore,

the Pentagon assumed a significant role in determining the
nation's science policy.

The desirability of such a large

role for this mission agency is the basic issue confronting us.
It is not difficult to understand how we got where we are
today.

The phenomenon of channeling so much of our research

money through the Defense Department developed over the
years not only from normal bureaucratic urges to grow but
because the science community and the Congress acquiesced in
that growth.
why.

So the question is not how we got here.

To put it simply:

It is

Why should the Defense Department be

the principal government agency through which is funded the
federal research that has no apparent relationship to the
security needs of this nation?
To reply by saying that the research community has found
that funds simply were more readily available at the Defense
Department rather than at other civilian agencies states a
fact.

But it is not an answer.

Nor is it sufficient to say

that Pentagon requests for funds receive less Congressional
scrutiny than those requested by non-military agencies.

Too

often in the past the prevailing attitude has been expressed by

-4the question:
have been:

Are we giving you enough?

Why do you need so much?

Perhaps it should

In part the historical

answer lies in the fact that the cloak of national security
lined with the international threat of communism simply
prevented a close scrutin y of Defense requests including requests
for research and development.

In part, the answer is that

Defense spending requests became so large that even billions
for research and development seemed dwarfed.

As a result the

scientific community came to rely upon the immunity of Defense
funding from close scrutiny and occasional budgeting squeezes.
For years Defense funding provided a very stable source of
research money.

It was the easiest path for the research

community to follow.
It wasn't long before many of the most able members of
the science community gravitated to this source of funds.

It

became apparent, too, that although only a r e latively small
fraction of the federal research dollar was spent on university
campuses, that money was very important to those universiti e s
in maintaining their status.

The salaries paid by the research

grant paid in effect the salary of the faculty member arid a
good share of the institution's overhead as well.

The universi-

ties were not prepared to accept direct subsidies fo r f e ar of

-5losing their autonomy -- but they were apparently prepared to
accept such a dependence indirectly with no questions asked.
Two years ago during Senate debate on the Defense appropriations bill for fiscal year 1969, I offered an amendment
which would have limited the payment of indirect costs for
a research grant or project to 25 percent of the direct costs.!/
From my preparation for this measure and subsequent debate, I
saw the grave financial difficulties faced by our universities
today and noted the disturbingly heavy dependence of virtually
all of our leading universities upon hidden subsidy via indirect
costs.

A total of 620 academic institutions in fiscal year 1968

received federal support for research and development totalling
$1.4 billion.

Of this the Department of Defense accounted for

$243 million and the National Science Foundation, $212 million.
This money largely benefited only a few institutions.

The top

100 accounted for 87 percent, or $1.2 billion.l/ Even under
the limitation of my amendment, these top 100 would have received
$300 million for indirect costs; money that the individual
scientists would never see but which would go into general

! / Congressional Record, October 3, 1968, p. 29322.

l j "Federal support of research and development at universities
and colleges and selected nonprofit institutions, fiscal
year 1968." National Science Foundation report NSF 69 - 33,
1969, pp. 3 & 14.
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university funds.

Of this, in turn,

20 percent would have

come from the military appropriations.

And since overhead

charges by many institutions were higher than the 25 p ercent
limit I p:t'oposed, the Defense Department in 1968 was supplying
more than $60 million to the indirect cost accounts of leading
universities.

Under these circumstances, I concluded that the

situation was most unhealthy.

To better gauge the ramifications

of the federal subsidy to universities through overhead payments,
I wrote to Philip Handler, then Chairman of the National
Science Board and now President of the National Academy of
Sciences.

In a frank reply, he pointed out that of $1,671

million of federal funds for research at universities for fiscal
year 1967, only about $426 million were utilized to support
research in the most immediate sense.

The remainder found its

way into institutional funds and departmental funds.l/
Subsequently the National Science Board proposed to the
President that this situation of a hidden and unhealthy subsidy
be corrected through grants to the universities so that future
proposals for research would need cover only the direct and
out-of-pocket costs of the work.

l/

I hope that the silence which

For the text of Mr. Handler's letter, see the Congressional
Record, October 3, 1968, pp. 29338-9.

..
-7greeted this recommendation within the Executive Branch will
not be permanent and that Congress will assess its practicability as a way to establish more honest relations between the
universities and the agencies of the federal government that
fund on-campus research and higher education.
A contributing reason for the expansion of defense
interests into almost each imaginable field of research in my
opinion is the past ·and present inadequate information about
what kind of research is being done by whom and where.
It has often occurred to me, and to other Members of
Congress, that because many federal departments and agencies
fund so many research projects, there is a real possibility of
overlap and duplication simply because "the word" does ' not pass
between federal research administrators.

Note that I am not

speaking of research that one scientist deliberately carries
out to confirm or refute the discovery of another, for this
is an essential part of the scientific process.

Rather, I have

been and am still concerned with the probability that needless
and unwitting duplication of work occurs which could be minimized
if scientists and administrators had a current, reliable and
complete source of information about who is doing what research

